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Christopher LeBlanc appeals a trial court judgment partitioning the

community of acquets and gains formerly existing between himself and his

former spouse Melinda LeBlanc For the reasons that follow we convert

the appeal to an application for supervisory writs grant the writ amend the

judgment of the trial court and remand

FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY

Christopher and Melinda were married in June 2002 Christopher had

been employed by Apache Corporation since August 1991 As an Apache

employee he participated in a 401k and retirement plan as well as other

employee benefit plans Christopher continued working for Apache and

participating in those plans throughout the marriage and the proceedings

below

On October 6 2008 Melinda filed a petition for divorce A judgment

of divorce was rendered on December 21 2009 which terminated the

community of acquets and gains between the parties retroactive to October

6 2008 The parties entered into a consent judgment regarding custody of

their two minor children They were unable to resolve the division of

community property

The principal dispute between the parties was the division of the

community interest in ChristophersApache 401k and retirement plans

and whether any lump sum equalization payment was owed Christopher

contended that the 401k and retirement plans should be divided according

to the formula set forth in Sims v Sims 358 So 2d 919 La 1978 Melinda

argued that the court should apply the present cash value methodology set

forth in Hare v Hodgins 586 So 2d 118 La 1991 and value the
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communit ro ert interest in the lans determine each s ousesportion
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thereof and immediately transfer her interest to her

Trial was held on April 13 2012 at which the parties testified and

submitted documentary evidence The evidence was held open and

thereafter supplemented with the deposition testimony of two Apache

representatives who testified regarding the 401kand retirement plans In

oral reasons the trial court explained that it utilized the present cash value

methodology advanced by Melinda to divide the community property The

trial court allocated the community assets as follows

CHRISTOPHER MELINDA

30434555 401lc 30434555 401k
2559502 Retirement 25595A2 Retirement

1195749 Brokerage Account 1195749 Brokerage Account
1451000 Stock Appreciation 150000 Car

3175000 Burnett Loan 3175000 Burnett Loan

300000 Truck
500000 Furniture

39615806 TOTAL 37514806 TOTAL

The trial court further ordered that Christopher make an equalization

payment to Melinda in the amount of1050500

Christopher now appeals assigning the following errors

1 The trial court committed prejudicial legal errar by not dividing
equally the number of community shares of stock acquired in
the Apache 401kplan during the marriage and committed
prejudicial error by failing to apply the Sims fixed percentage
formula when determining the increased value on the separate
property of Christopher J LeBlanc from date of marriage to
date of termination rather than using present value on the date
of trial

2 The trial court committed prejudicial legal enor by valuing the
Stock Appreciation Plan at a speculative value of1451000to
Christopher J LeBlanc rather than allocating a 50 interest to
each party in its matured benefit value on 123112

3 The trial court committed prejudicial legal error by valuing the
individual brokerage account with a 20ll value of 2391499
and ordering the parties to receive z the 20ll value rather than
allocating a 50 interest to each party as to the value of the
account on the date of termination
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4 The trial court committed rejudicial lgal errar by placing a
500000value on the fuand aliocating it to Christopher
J LeBlanc when the claim was witndrawn during trial by
Melinda LeBlanc

JLRISDICTION

Appeilate courts have he duty to examine suhject riatter jurisdiction

sua sponte even when the paries do not raise the issue McGehee v

CiryParish ofEast Baton Rouge 001058 La App 1 Cir912O1 809

So 2d 258 260 An appeal is the exercise of the right of a party to have a

judgment of a trial court revised modified set aside or reversed by an

appellate court La Code Civ Pro art 2082 In the absence of a valid final

judgment an appellate court lacks appellate jurisdiction of a matter See

Laird v St Tammany Parish Safe Harbor 020045 La App 1 Cir

122002836 So 2d 364 366

The judgment in this case partitions community property and orders

execution of a domestic relations order Lauisiana Revised Statute92801

provides that provisions of a judgment partitioning retirement benefits shall

be considered interlocutory until the domestic relations order has been

granted qualified status from the plan administrator or until the judgment has

been approved by the appropriate federal or state authority as being in

compliance with applicable laws Affer receiving the parties briefs in

response to a rule to show cause why this appeal should not be dismissed as

having been taken from an interlocutory judgment it is apparent that there is

no qualified domestic relations order in this case

Nonetheless an appellatie court has broad discretion to convert an

appeal to an application far supervisory review Because we find it in the

interest of judicial economy we convert this appeal to an application for
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supervisory writs See Steluto v SteTluto 050074 La629OS 914 So

2d 34 39

DISCUSSION

Siandar ofRcvew

Judicial partition of communYt prcperiy governed by Louisiana

Revised Statute92801 which provade in perYinent pazrt

A When the spouses are unable to agree on a partition of
community property or on the settlement of the claims between
the spouses arising either from the matrimonial regime or from
the coownership of former community property following
termination of the matrimonial regime either spouse as an
incident of the action that would result in a termination of the

matrimonial regime or upon termination of the matrimonial
regime or thereafter may institute a proceeding which shall be
conducted in accordance with the following rules

4 The court shall then partition the community in accordance
with the following rules

a The court shall value the assets as of the time of trial on the
merits determine the liabilities and adjudicate the claims of the
parties

b The court shall divide the community assets and liabilities
so that each spouse receives property of an equal net value

c The court shall allocate or assign to the respective spouses
all of the community assets and liabilities In allocating assets
and liabilities the court may divide a particular asset or liability
equally or unequally ar may allocate it in its entirety to one of
the spouses The court shall consider the nature and source of
the asset or liability the economic condition of each spouse
and any other circtunstances that the court deems relevant As
between the spouses the allocation of a liability to a spouse
obligates that spouse to extinguish that liability The allocation
in no way affects the rights of creditors

d In the event that the allocation of assets and liabilities
I

results in an unequal net distribution the court shall order the
payment of an equalizing sum of money either cash or
deferred secured or unsecured upon such terms and conditions
as the court shali direct The court may order the execution of
notes mortgages or other documents as it deems necessary or
may impose a mortgage or lien on either community or separate
property movable or immovable as security
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Trial courts are accorded broad discretion in partitioning community

property and are afforded a great deal of latitude in arriving at an equitable

distribution of the assets between spouses Benoit v Benoit 110376 La

App 1 Cir 3812 91 So 3d 1015 1Q19 writ denied 121265 La

92812 98 So 3d 838 Factual findings and credibility determinations

made in the course of valuing and allocating assets and liabilities in the

partition of community property may not be set aside absent manifest error

However the allocation or assigning of assets and liabilities in the partition

of community property is subject to review for abuse of discretion Id

Yaluation of401k Plan

When Christopher began his employment with Apache in 1991 he

began participating in the Apache 401k plan According to the plan

description Apache contributes 6 of the employeespay to the plan each

year A savings feature allows the employee to make additional pretax

contributions Apache matches the contribution dollarfordollar up to a

maximum match of 8 of the employees pay The employee is always

10o vested in his own contributions Five years after his date of hire

Christopher was considered 100 vested in the employer contributions

All contributions are invested according to the employees election

among more than twenty options At the time of trial Christophers401k

plan was principally invested in Apache stock approximately 90 with

the remainder invested in bonds The value of Apache stock fluctuates

according to the stock market while the bond fund is separately valued at a

unit price of one dollar The bond fund receives earnings dividends and

interest and thus grows as the interest is reinvested in more units The
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Apache stock also generates dividends which is automatically invested in

additional shares ofApache stock

An additional feature of the 401k plan is that it can be used as

collateral for loans In fact Christopher received three loans in amounts of

25000002000000 and 2500000 using his 401lc as collateral

Apache corporate representative Jimmy Vega testified in his deposition that

an employeesuse of the 401kas collateral for a loan affects the number of

shares in the plan in that the number of shares in the plan would be reduced

by the loan amount divided by the share price A loan against the 401k

would also result in the bond investment portion of the 401k being

reduced When the loan is repaid the amount is reinvested in the funds

selected by the employee Thus if the employee has directed that his

contributions be invested in stock the repayment proceeds would be used to

purchase additional stock at the current market price Apache statements

show that as of October 6 2008 loans one and two had been repaid and loan

three had an outstanding balance of2186087

Throughout this proceeding the parties have disputed whether the

401k plan should be apportioned according to the present value formula

or the Sims fixed percentage method The Sims fixed percentage method

expresses the community interest in an unmatured retirement plan as a

fraction with the numerator representing the number of years of creditable

service that accrued during the existence of the community and the

denominator representing the yet undetermined total years of creditable

service The fraction is then multiplied by onehalf to determine the non

employee spouses share of the retirement benefits with the employee

spouse entitled to the remaining onehalfof the community share as well as

the full amount ofthe fraction representing years of service prior to and after
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the existence of the community Hannan v Hannan 990842 La App 1

Cir51200 761 So 2d 700 704 writ denied 001723 La92900 770

So 2d 349 The Sims fixed percentage method defers benefit distribution to

the nonemployee spouse until coanmencement of benefit distribution to the

employee spouse Blanchard v Blanchard 972305 La1209931 So

2d 175 179

After rendition of Sims Louisiana Revised Statute 92801 was

enacted which affords courts a great deal of flexibility and clearly implies

that the goals of equality require that no one method should be used to the

exclusion of other techniques Hare v Hodgins 586 So 2d 118 12627

La 1991 Thereafter the Louisiana Supreme Court recognized the

propriety of employing in some cases the present cash value methodology

See Blanchard 731 So 2d at 179 The present cash value methodology

requires the court to calculate the present cash value of the community

assets including the pension rights then awards the nonemployee spouse

her rightful share in a lump sum or in the form of equivalent property

Blanchard 731 So 2d at 180 Use of that method results in an immediate

transfer to the nonemployee spouse of her equivalent share of the

community interest in the pension Id

In this case it is undisputed that certain contributions were made to

the 401k prior to and after the marriage which were invested in stocks and

bonds that are Christophers separate property Investments made with

contributions during the marriage are community property This includes

investments made using dividends generated during the marriage by separate

property Dividends generated during the marriage were fruits of

Christophersseparate propzrty and are classified as community property
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according to Louisiana Civil Cade atici2 39Iikewise dividends paid

after the termination of the comririunity and rior to partition on stock

acquired during the existence of the comtnurtity are community property

La Civ Code art 23692providing thaY each souse owns an undivided

onehalf interest in formrcmmunity proerty arid its fruits and products

Becnel v Becnel 101011 La App S Cir i2II70 So 3dl0 25

The trial court employed the follovigcalculation proposed by

Melinda

87602224 Market value of 40ikplan as of April 10 2012

20000000 Minus value as of date of marriage Christophers
separate property

2947940 Minus total contributions by Christopher from
October 6 2008 through March 30 2012
Christophersseparate property

1817763 Minus total of Apache match from October 6
2008 through March 30 2012 Christophers
separate property

1967411 Minus annual retirement contribution from

October 6 2008 tkuough March 30 2012
Christophersseparate property

60869110 Community property interest in 401k plan

30434555 Each spouses community property interst in
401klplan

The trial courts valuations are reasonably supported by the recard

and although we may hae employed a different methodology were we

sitting as the trial court we cannot conclude t11at the trial courts use of this

methodology constituted an abuse of its discretion The calculation takes

into account the increase in value of Christophers separate property the

1

The natural and civil fruits of the separate properyof a spouse minerals
produced from or attributable to a separate asset and bonuses delay rentals royalties
and shutinpayments arising from mineral leases are community property La Civ Code
art 2339
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community property including dividenc3s generated by community and

separate stock during tre cammunity as weld as separate property acquired

after the community and arrivas at an equitabl division As 7ustice

Jolulson observed Ari her dissent in 8lanchzrc sidpra Noone method of

valuation canacomplish justice inelen ase Threfore it is essential that

trial courts are allowed fiexiiliry and ar able to take advantage of

reasonable alternatives and adjustments in order to accomplish an equal

distribution in an equitable manneri

We find that the Apache 401kplan at issue particularly lends itself

to the methodology employed by the trial court The 401kplan description

sets forth that amounts payable to an alternate payee pursuant to a qualified

domestic relations order will be paid to the alternate payee in a lump sum

as soon as practical Thus Melindasshare would be distributed to her

irrespective of Christophersability to receive his benefits under the plan

Yaluation and Allocation of Stock Appreciation Plan

As additional compensaYion Apache offers its employees a Stock

Appreciation Plan SAP Jayne Percy Apachesstock plan administrator

testified in her deposition that the only outstanding SAP grant reflected as

one of Christophersnet benefits was valued at i468500 However that

value includes the assumption that Apache stock will reacha21600 per

share value by a date set forth in the SAP and would sustain that price for a

requisite time period prior to the SAP expiration date of December 31

2012 The market closing price on Aril 10 2012 vas 9350per share At

z

We note too that the theory advance3 by Christopher weuld also require
applicaton of his principle in that he does not advance a straightforward application of
the Sims fixed percentage merhod to the 401kplan Rather he would hae tre court
mathematically determine the riumber of shares of stock that are community properry
based on Apache statements reflecting cash value and stock market prices and award
each party onehalfof the total shazes of community stock He would then haee the court
apply the Sims formula to calculate Melindasshaze of the increased value of his separate
shares of stock
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that time the stock had not met the target price and could not be cashed in

The 1468500 value reflects what one would have if they were 100

vested and could cash it in Christopher testified that he believed the SAP

was worthless because the stocks had not reached the target amount

The trial court valued the SAP at 1468500 on the date of trial and

allocated the entire amount to Christopher in its community property

calculation Christopher argues that this was inequitable as the value was

purely speculative Additionally he argues that a more equitable and just

solution would have been to allocate a 50 interest in the SAP to each party

as the trial court did with other assets Christopher explains that if the SAP

terms were met each party would receive one half of the share of the stock

and their value but if the SAP terms were not met there would be no gain or

loss for either party

The deposition testimony of Jayne Percy establishes that the

1468500value was speculative We agree that equity demands that each

party be allocated a 50 interest in the SAP value such that each would be

entitled to one half of the shares value if the SAP terms were met befare the

expiration date of December 31 2012 and if the SAP expired on that date

neither party would receive or lose any value This allocation is included in

our recalculation of the equalization payment owed by Christopher to

Melinda Since the critical date of December 31 2012 has now passed on

remand the trial court will be able to determine whether the terms of the

SAP were met or the SAP expired and appropriately implement the

community property allocation
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ValuatiruftheBrckAccount

The Apache records amitted at iial reflct that Christopher has an

individual brokergacciazatvhich ozuus5 9 20Y 1 had a balance of

23 71e trzal int diru rauxit in haf allocating

1195749 eaC ary ChstUpicateds thu YrMf corieed in

valuing the brkxctRigtkae Zf11 balnceas ped xo the

vaiae of th account on the dat the coznrzunity ierzninated Melrnda argues

tkat the caluationwas correGt becaus she was entitled to one half of the

accourtbalance on the iate the comsnurity terminated plus any appreciation

attributable tothat interest until the date af the partition trial Additionally

she points out that there is no evidence of the accountsvalue on the date the

community terminated vvhich inforriatio was available only to

Christopher

It is undisputed that orrunitv ansuere reiained in iheLrokerae

acount Considering tkze sce evidence rerdrig that arnount zelected a

value oi 239149we fid nfl earor in tse tia1 courts dluatio and

division of tha sset4 eczarseAslzrati Razzagdre sh 55 So

2d 1368 d a pn 3 Lir 1J9Cai laicEing no aror z aluing a

aYnmunity st of a daeothrthath date ftral gitndeays in the

tnatter and the iiznited eaiienceprdaced

Furniture and Furnishins

The trial court alldcated to Christopher a value of5fox

household furninzre Christpiercontends this was error because IVielinda

testified at trial Yhat she was wixhdrawigher claim for that vaflue The i

record refleets thtMelzada did testify that sh was vithdrawing the claim

because se and her aztorney had deterznined it wa beoxe ve were

narriesi AccQrdingly his arriouni should be deleted fro tile calculation
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COiCLiIQN

For the rzasons et icrh1kerein the dgmeatof the trial court is

amended trsfkctthilaoeizicnmrrtrVprtjallccatins

CHRISTQP 1LINDA
30434555 401k 0434555 401k
2559502 Retiremea 255950 ReYirement

ll95749 Brokerage Account lI9S749 Brokerage Account
725500 Stock Appreciation 725500 Stock Appreciation
3175000 BurnettLoan 3175000 BurnettLoan

300000 Truck 150000 Car

38390306 TOTAL 38240306 TOTAL

The difference in the amount of community property allocated to the parties

is150000 The judgment is further amended to reflect that Christopher

owsMelinda an equalization payment of 75Q00 This matter is remanded

to the trial court for implementafion of the partition as set forth herein

Appeal costs are assessed equally to Christopher LeBlanc and Melinda

LeBlanc

APPEAL COIVVERTED TO APPLICATION FOR
SUPERVISORY RITS WRIT GRANTED JUDGMENT

AMENDED CASE REMANDED
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